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● Used by executives to…
○ Build trust, manage public perceptions, drive reputation
○ Manage stakeholders, investors
○ Engage in CEO activism

● Different topics, centred around one person (i.e., CEO)
○ Tradeoff: Self-public persona vs. fiduciary obligations (acting on behalf of 

shareholders) 
■ Goal: which CEOs are embracing their public persona and 

which are embracing their role as CEO

● Public-persona and gender 

Motivation for Understanding CEO 
Communication on Social Media

3Notes: Heavey et al (2020); Kjaergaard, Morsing, & Ravasi (2011); Chai, Doshi, and Silvestri (2021); Elliott, Grant, and Hodge (2018); Burbano (2021)
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After an increase in fiduciary obligations, how do female CEOs 
differentially use social media, relative to male CEOs?



From Types of Messages…
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… To Differentiating Between “Inward”– and 
“Outward”–Facing Messaging
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Does Gender Lead to Differentiation?
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Differentiate Between Inward– and 
Outward–Facing Messaging
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Setting



● Increase fiduciary obligations: sample of 2,126 companies that filed an IPO 
public from 2006 to 2020 from SDC
○ 1,518 completed and 608 pulled
○ 507, or 24%, of CEOs of those companies currently have Twitter account

● Final sample includes 198 firms that completed and 20 that did not

● Collected > 500,000 CEO tweets

● Imbalanced panel covering 12 quarters prior to filing and 8 quarters after for 
each firm

● Outcome of interest is the average “meaning” of tweets by the focal CEO in 
that quarter (using word embeddings)

IPOs and Twitter
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A Not-So-Technical Aside on Word Embeddings



A neural network to find a numerical representation

Power

A big neural 
network
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Descriptive Example of Word Embedding Meanings

18

Source: Google

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/guides/text-classification/step-3


● The space that a word occupies represents its meaning

● We can perform math on the word embeddings
○ A sentence is the sum of the word vectors
○ Differencing two vectors yields a relevant meaning 

(e.g. queen + man ~ king)

● We can assess the proximity of similar ideas (we use cosine 
similarity)

Relevant Features of Word Embeddings



● We use a model originally developed by Microsoft called, MPNet
○ word2vec → BERT → xlnet → MPNet → MPNet current version

● Trained on Wikipedia, BookCorpus, OpenWeb Text, CC-News and 
Stories (160 GB of text data)

● Word embedding consisting of 768 dimensions

Our Implementation

21Notes: Song et al (2020).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09297.pdf


Data and Specification
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Identification Strategy
● Increase in fiduciary responsibility

○ Compare firms that went public to those that filed but pulled their IPO
○ Pulled IPO typically due to market conditions at the time of filing
○ Ostensibly independent of social media activity

● Compare female to male CEOs
○ Data on gender of CEOs collected by a team of three RAs

● → Triple differences model

Notes: Bernstein (2015)



Empirical Specification

, average meaning of tweets by CEO, c, of firm, i, industry, d, in 
quarter, t

, coefficient of interest

Saturated with fixed effects:

, CEO–firm

, industry–calendar quarter

,”age” (relative to IPO announcement date)



Panel Data Summary Statistics

29Notes: Song et al (2020), Reimers and Gurevych (2019).

n=2,650 CEO firm-quarters.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09297.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.10084


Results



Results: Inward Facing Messaging

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, + p < 0.10.



Results: Outward Facing Messaging

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, + p < 0.10.
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Results: Unpacking the Policy Result

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, + p < 0.10.
Social issues is the sum of the vector: “poverty, gay, diversity, racism, gender, human rights, justice, and equality.”
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Robustness Tests
● Robust to similar words

○ power vs domination
○ financing vs finance
○ competition vs rival
○ policy vs legislation

● Robust to ML model choice
○ Specific implementation of MPNet



Conclusion and Discussion
● Empirical study of the uses of social media by CEOs in the context 

of their jobs

● Not all CEOs are equally emphasizing CEO activism, given their 
circumstances
○ Important voices are lost or some voices get too much airtime?

● As the steward of a firm, CEOs face a natural tension between the 
fiduciary obligations of running a firm and their activities on social 
media


